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editorial

MWC 2018 Witnessed Display of
Cutting-Edge Technologies
Dear Readers,
More than 107,000 visitors from 205 countries and territories
attended the 2018 Mobile World Congress, the mobile industry’s
premier event. More than 2400 companies showcased cuttingedge products and services, compared with over 2300 companies
in 2017.
Held in Barcelona, Spain, from Feb 26 to Mar 1, 2018, the Mobile
World Congress conference programme delved into topics such
as 5G, artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things (IoT), content
and media, drones, blockchain, policy and regulation, and many
others.
Keynote speakers represented organizations including Airobotics,
Atrium TV, Bharti Enterprises, BT Group, China Mobile, CNN
Worldwide, Ericsson, European Commission, Formula 1 Driver
Fernando Alonso, GE, Go Beyond Investing, HTC, Hyperledger,
McAfee, McLaren Technology Group, NTT DOCOMO, PullString,
Rakuten, Red Hat, SheWorx, Government of Spain, and more.

Swapan Roy
roymobility@gmail.com

Editor’s Choice

Intex Aqua Lions E3
Intex AquaLions E3 designed for Tier 2 and 3 markets, the stylish and
feature-packed 4G-Volte smartphone comes with 2GB RAM, 8 MP
Camera and is available at a very affordable price. The 4G-Volte
device comes with a stunning 5-inch IPS HD display, with 1280X720
resolution. Powered with - 8 MP Rear and 5 MP front, 2GB RAM +
16GB ROM, 1.3GHz Quad Core, ensuring smooth performance while
playing high-end games or watching videos or using multiple apps.

Running on Android 7.0 OS, the 4G dual-SIM smartphone is
powered with a light 2500mAh Li-Ion battery, with a talk-time of up to
5 to 6 hours and a standby time of 7-8 days. The SwiftKey keyboard
uses AI to automatically learn your writing style and suggest autocorrections, with its support for 22 major Indian languages, Hinglish
and over 180 international languages.

www.intex.in

www.mobilityindia.com
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LAVA Elevated Sunil Raina as President &
Business Head

LAVA International Limited announced the elevation of
Sunil Raina as President & Business
Head as it gears up for accelerated
growth. Sunil Raina will now take up
the business leadership role at LAVA
International, with all the business
functions viz., Sales & Distribution,
Product, Customer Service, Marketing
Communication and Sales Automation
reporting to him; including Business
HR reporting dotted line to him as well.
Sunil Raina has been elevated as President and Business
Head from his current position as Chief Marketing Officer, to
lead company’s focused growth strategy.
Priyanka Technologies (CENTRiC Smartphones) Signs
an MOU with Government of Uttar Pradesh at the Investor
Summit 2018
The manufacturer of CENTRiC Smartphones (the Indian
home-grown Smartphone brand) signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) today with the Government of Uttar
Pradesh. The MoU is signed to initiate the plan of setting up
an R&D and Manufacturing unit for Mobile Phones in Uttar
Pradesh.
The company has plans to invest INR 648 crores in setting up
the unit to Research &amp; Design, and state of art Complete
Knock- Down (C.K.D) Manufacturing Facility setup i n
the State of Uttar Pradesh that will serve to both own CENTRiC
&amp; FRND mobile phones as well as other mobile phone
manufacturers globally.
Uttar Pradesh Investors’ Summit 2018 concluded on
22nd of February 2018, in Lucknow. The proposed project by
Priyanka Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd is expected to generate
employment for over 1500 people at various levels, and
indirect jobs in and around the state.

Avenir Telecom in
collaboration
with
Energizer, unveiled its first 4G smartphone
Power Max P490S

The Power Max range is expanding with the Energizer
Power Max P490S 4G smartphone which comes with a
smart 18:9 4.95” screen, a powerful
4000 mAh battery, 4 cameras and
a fingerprint unlock function. The
Energizer Power Max P490S has a
powerful 4000 mAh battery. It lasts 16
days in standby mode and 10 hours
in constant use. You won&#39;t need
to worry about running out of battery
ever again with the Energizer Power
Max P490S. With its impressive 18:9 4.95” FWVGA screen,
watching videos on the Energizer Power Max P490S is a real
pleasure. The smartphone has a light sensor which adjusts
the screen brightness according to external light levels so
users can enjoy bright colours. The phone is good to hold as
it is compact with a wide screen.

Micromax and KaiOS Technologies announce strategic partnership

Micromax Informatics, India’s leading mobile brand,
announced a strategic partnership with KaiOS Technologies,
maker of the emerging mobile operating system KaiOS,
to create a seamless mobile experience for its users in Sri
Lanka and Middle East. The partnership will target millions
of Micromax feature phone users and offer a unique native
experience with more efficient access to third party apps, all
via KaiOS. This announcement follows the marked success of
Micromax’s feature phones across markets. To accelerate the
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next phase of
mobile phone
adoption, it
was a natural
next step for
Micromax
and KaiOS
Technologies
to
partner
and pursue
their shared
vision of connecting the next billion users in emerging
markets.

Intel and Unigroup Spreadtrum & RDA Announce 5G Strategic Collaboration

As a core subsidiary of Tsinghua Unigroup, Unigroup
Spreadtrum & RDA – world leading fabless semiconductor
company
with
advanced
technology
in
mobile
communications and IoT, and Intel
Corporation officially announced
a long-term strategic collaboration
on 5G. The companies plan to
develop a 5G smartphone platform
for the China market that will
feature an Intel 5G modem and
will be targeted to coincide with
5G network deployments in 2019. Integrating Intel’s strong
technical expertise in modems with Unigroup Spreadtrum &
RDA’s solid experience in chipset design, the companies will
collaborate on 5G and develop Spreadtrum’s first Androidbased high-end 5G smartphone solution utilizing an Intel
modem and Spreadtrum’s application processor technology.

Idea Teams Up With Panasonic To Offer Exciting Cashback on 4G Smartphone

Idea
Cellular,
one of India’s largest telecom
operators has partnered with Panasonic to offer exciting
cashback on
its latest 4G
smartphone –
P100. With a
cashback of Rs.
1,500 on P100,
Idea customers
will get the
device for an
effective price
which is over
25% lower than the MRP. The association aims to drive the
common purpose of accelerating mobile internet penetration
along with the availability of affordable smartphones for
customers. Idea customers will get a cashback of Rs. 300
after the first 12 months of use, and Rs. 1,200 after the next 12
months, on the purchase of the latest Panasonic P100 which
is priced at Rs. 5,299 for 1GB RAM variant and Rs. 5,999 for
2GB RAM. With the cashback of Rs. 1,500, the effective price
of the 4G device will be Rs. 3,799 and Rs. 4,499, respectively.

Dish TV hybrid boxes to provide Audience
Measurement data

Dish TV, poised to become the world’s largest DTH operator,
has announced that it is in the
advanced stage of deploying
return path data technology in
its Hybrid Set Top Boxes. Till
date, Dish TV has deployed
around 3 Million Hybrid Set
Top Boxes in the market. Upon
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implementation of the return path data technology, Dish
TV would be able to gather real time and accurate data on
viewing patterns of the customer, across all the regions of the
country. Data collected through this technology will essentially
be used by Dish TV for its own usage, to understand TV
consumption patterns on its platform. Currently, BARC data is
the measurement matrix for acquiring Channel’s for the DTH
platform. The data which Dish TV will acquire through the
return path will bring the clear picture about the real choice
of the customers in various regions of the country.

Brand glorious appoints Ajay Gupta & Co. as
a distributor for Delhi.

Glorious Electronics has appointed Ajay Gupta & Co.
as their distributor for Glorious brand mobile accessories
for Delhi. Ajay Gupta & Co. has a 25 years of legacy for
Mobile accessories products. They have over 100 p l u s
dealers and re
sellersin
North
India which covers
regions like UP,
Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan and Jammu & Kashmir.
Mr. Pradeep Bhatia, Managing Director of Glorious said,
“We are glad to collaborate with Ajay Gupta & Co. as our
distributor
for Delhi. The addition of Ajay Gupta & Co. to the Glorious
distribution network in Delhi shows our strong commitment to
the market. We are delighted to collaborate with Ajay Gupta
& Co. and bring our full range of products to our customers,
relying on Ajay Gupta & Co. expertise, with regards to
distribution and much more to our local partners. Glorious
and Ajay Gupta & Co. share a perfect synergy in delivering
the best possible solution throughout the chain”.

Coolpad partners with Qualcomm to foray
into Smart wearable gadgets

Coolpad Group, a leading global smartphone technology
brand today announced that it is expanding its product
portfolio and foraying
into Smart Wearable
Gadgets.
Coolpad`s
Smart Wearable Gadgets
product portfolio will be
based on the Qualcomm®
S n a p d r a g o n ™
Wear platforms. The
announcement was made at the ongoing Mobile World
Congress 2018 in Barcelona, Spain. This portfolio is focused
on products that are tailored to meet the specific power,
connectivity and location requirements of emerging wearable
sub-segments, including smartwatches for kids, and smart
trackers for pets, the elderly, and valuable assets.

Sasken Showcased 5G, Cellular V2X and
Machine Learning-based Automotive Solutions at MWC 2018

Sasken Technologies Ltd participated in Mobile World
Congress held from February 26 to March 1, 2018, in Barcelona,
Spain. At the event, Sasken showcased its expertise in the
areas of 5G,
Cellular
V2X,
and
Computer
Vision & Machine
Learning-based
Automotive
Solutions.
At
MWC 2018, Sasken displayed its solutions for the autonomous
car such as mobile application for Driver Alertness Detection/
Warning, Object Detection, Lane Detection and Warningand
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Auto Tagging solution. Sasken also showcased a solution for
V2V breakdown which shows how a vehicle is warned (using
V2V) about a collision or accident in front of it. This help the
vehicle take corrective action such as changing the route,
slowing down, etc.

Head Infotech invests USD 1 Mil in FanFight

Head Infotech gaming company announced its investment
of One Million USD in FanFight for a majority stake in the
business. This is a result of a strategic business move to
foray into fantasy
sports.
Head
Infotech
owns
and
operates
Ace2three,
India’s
online
rummy platform
and Witty Games, a fast-rising player in the online social
casino segment. The company strives to bring a cutting
edge transformation to the Indian gaming industry through
their top notch innovations. They commenced their journey
in 2006 as pioneers in the online rummy space and created
Ace2Three and later launched Witty Games in mid-2017. With
a view of further diversification, Head Infotech has entered
into the fantasy gaming segment as a strategic partner to
FanFight – a recently launched fantasy sports platform. It
is also mentoring the FanFight team by leveraging their
experience in the online gaming space.

Use Google’s Datally to find WiFi hotspots in
Pune
Last November, Google launched Datally, a smart and simple
Android app that helps smartphone users understand, control, and save
mobile
data.
While
Datally
lets users control which apps
can get data and
help you monitor
data usage, the
app is especially useful in Pune for locating the location of
public WiFi hotspots around the city. There are now over 150
Google Station hotspots deployed in partnership with Larsen
& Toubro, as part of Pune Smart City Development Corporation Limited’s Smart City project. Between Google Station
and other public hotspots, the people of Pune can get online
within seconds to message friends, pay bills, shop online,
watch music videos — and millions of other things — at gardens, hospitals, police stations, and offices around the city.

Airtel acquires the India leg of GBI’s India–
Middle East–Europe submarine cable

Bharti Airtel (“Airtel”), and Gulf Bridge International
(“GBI”), a global cloud provider for the Middle-East and
Europe,
announced a
strategic agreement to
unlock the capacity on GBI’s
India-Middle East-Europe
submarine cable system.
Under the agreement, Airtel
will acquire the ownership
of the India leg of GBI’s
India-Middle East-Europe submarine cable. Airtel will also
pick up a significant capacity on Middle East-Europe leg
of GBI’s cable system. Airtel and GBI have also agreed to
formulate joint Go to Market strategies and leverage the
footprint of their respective global networks to serve global
customers.
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Champion Launched Champ Air C114 Powered by Intel

Champ Air C114, the ultra-slim notebook unveiled to
cater the unstoppable millennials. This range has landed
in the market with a
price of Rs. 11,900/plus
GST
which
is undoubtedly a
clutter-breaking price
tag keeping in mind
the
configuration
offered. With a 35.81
cm (14.1) display, a
LED-HD
resolution
of 1366×768 pixels,
attractive looks and
sleek design, this
is a smart choice
while scouting for
something unique in
the market.
The generalist pattern which is often noticed in firsttime buyers like students are lean budget and enormous
requirements for various innovative features and hence their
choices are well controlled by these two factors. The gap
between the supply and demand is so enormous that still, the
maximum youth of the country has to go to cyber cafes to use
laptops and computers. This laptop is excellent for the ones
who want to be a part of a more significant leap. If you are
a small business owner, a student or an entrepreneur, this
laptop is your welcome to the door of going digital.

Toshiba forays in the Audio segment in India

Toshiba Gulf FZE, a 100% subsidiary of Toshiba
Corporation, Japan, in partnership with Toshiba Lifestyle
Electronics
and
Trading
entered
the Audio products
and
accessories
segment in India
with the launch
of
complete
range
of
audio
products including
wireless and wired
earphones
and
headphones, BT (Bluetooth) speakers, sound-bars, portable
music system, micro component systems, and radios. To
make the Toshiba audio range more accessible to music
enthusiasts, the company has appointed Intek Security
Systems as its national distributor, and tied up with major
distributors, retail chains, and e-tailers to consolidate its panIndia presence.

Fujifilm India Raises the Curtain on the elite
X-H1

Fujifilm India Private Limited, a pioneer in imaging
technologies, is delighted to announce the launch of
the
opulent
FUJIFILM X-H1,
the
highest
performance
mirrorless
digital camera
in the X Series
known for its
superior image
quality created
by
Fujifilm’s
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proprietary color reproduction technology.The X-H1, with
a newly-designed robust and durable body, incorporates a
range of extremely useful features that support shooting in
various scenarios demanded by professional photographers
and videographers. The X-H1 is the first X Series model to
include the latest 5-axis in-body image stabilization (IBIS),
which has a maximum of 5.5 stops*. The superior image
quality with the memory color will be achieved in the various
scenes in addition to easy operation. It is also mounted with
the flicker reduction mode which enhances the quality of
indoor sports photography. In addition, The X-H1 is the first
camera in the X Series to include ETERNA mode, a new film
simulation mode ideal for shooting movies.

SoundBot Launches Surround Sound Bluetooth Speaker SB571PRO

SoundBot launched SB571PRO- Surround Sound Bluetooth
Speaker, with intutive QUADIO technology. This product is a
unique combination
of
2
speakers,
which are enabled
with
master/slave
simultaneous
B l u e t o o t h
connectivity.
This
master/slave
arrangement allows
both speakers to
pair up with each
other
and
also
your
Bluetooth
smart device to
give you a wireless
surround
sound.
Both speakers come with a 10W output power thus giving an
enriched full spectrum surround sound. SB571PRO speakers
are compatible with all types of devices. It is the perfect gadget
to own in today’s technologically advanced world and it is
apt for both outdoor and indoor parties/activities. This unique
combo comes with a water-resistant and shock resistant
case so that you can carry it the way you want. The dual
5W+5w high performing dynamic loudspeaker reproduces
potent bass. It is built with a ‘smart intuitive configuration
technology, which is user-friendly and you can easily pair up
more than one speaker within 3 seconds. This is a speaker set
which is befitting for music connoisseurs and can be used by
everybody in a group.

Ambrane Launches ‘Rugged Power Bank’
WP11 for the Adventure Traveler

Ambrane launched its first rugged Power Bank WP11
exclusively designed for the Adventure Traveler. Designed
for
outdoor
enthusiasts
and suitable
for
every
backpack or
emergency kit,
the 10050mah
R u g g e d
O u t d o o r
Power
Bank
offers double
the power for
those
who
need as much
juice on the go as possible. With the IP67 certified rating the
Power Bank can be submersed up to 1 meter for 30 minutes
with the waterproof lid closed. Further, it comes with 360
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degree shockproof exterior and is also dustproof. The Power
Bank comes with Dual output USB ports that offers 2.4A and
1A power and 2A input.It also having a efficiency of 85-90
percent, & automatically adjusts output based on the device.
The ultra large capacity of power can full-charge your Iphone
on an average 3-4 times, sufficiently enabled for talk time
and support with multimedia devices, along with the ability
to withstand 300 power cycles in its lifetime beginning a new
battle in Power!

Alcatel Launches the POP4 10 4G LTE Tablet

Alcatel announced the launch of its POP4 10 LTE tablet
in the Indian market. Staying true to its motto: ‘Where design
meets
the
performance’,
POP4 10, 4G
LTE
tablet
offers
its
customers fully
laminated
10.1”
FHD
display
an
u l t i m a t e
v i e w i n g
experience.
You can now enjoy your favorite shows and movies with
vibrant colors and zero distortion which promises to be
visual treat. Victory over the series of the successful launch
of the other products, Alcatel continues to make waves in
the Indian market. Giving it an edge over its competitors,
the tablet features beautifully super slim and thin metallic
details, curves and minimalist design that make it smooth
and elegant than other devices. Understanding the customer
needs, POP4 10 offers 5830mAH battery with non-stop music,
videos and games in high definition without running out of
the battery all the time. The POP4 10 tablet will be available
in India priced at Rs 10,999

Zebronics Introduces Passion, its Newest Portable Bluetooth Speaker

Zebronics, a spearheading Indian brand of IT peripherals,
Audio/Video, and surveillance products since 1997, adds
another product to its category of portable BT speakers,

glasses
which
offer a scintillating
experience
with
unforgettable
e n j o y m e n t
and
safety
&
comfort.
There
is a difference
between watching
a movie and experiencing a movie. Merely watching will
just make you remember the story but by experiencing one
can relate every moment by them. The best ways one can
experience it is with virtual reality headset and if you wish
to do it with some ease and comfort then just go with all new
Saga X.

COMIO Launches the All New S1 Lite and C2
Lite

COMIO India, an emerging smartphone brand focusing
on the Indian
youth market,
has launched
two
new
feature-loaded
models
–
COMIO
S1
Lite and C2
Lite. Designed
with
both
aesthetics and
functionality in
mind, these smartphones are aptly priced at Rs. 7499 for S1
lite and Rs. 5999 for C2 lite. Following in the footsteps of the
successful launch of the previous models, the all new COMIO
S1 Lite and C2 Lite inherit the sophisticated design language
of COMIO S1 and C2- COMIO’s most popular smartphones
and will be available at all the leading retail stores of North
& West markets immediately. At the same time, the Lite range
offers highly sought features such as an elegant design,
COMIO UI based on stock android OS, powerful battery
backup, OTG and a host of security features among others.
All this indicates the new COMIO Lite range is not to be taken
lightly.

Panasonic launches its online exclusive
smartphone range at offline stores

Passion; the lightweight and fabric finished, loaded with
handy features for an alluring musical experience. Stream
music wirelessly with the range of 10 metres or plug it to any
smartphone or tablet with its attached audio cable. With
Passion, the loud and proud sound is already perfected with
Bassy lows and high Trebles. Letting you follow your passion
to Music, the speaker provides 2 hours of playtime with built
in battery. You can also connect you micro SD card to the
speaker and play the music from memory card. Also, you can
even play your much-listened playlist from your smartphone
directly, just by connecting the AUX cable in the designated
input.

Portronics Launches ‘Saga X’ for VR Experience

Portronics launches the all new virtual reality headset
named “Saga X” which is the next flagship of the “Saga” series.
It comes with the highly appreciable mobile virtual reality
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Panasonic India announced the availability of its online
exclusive smartphone range to customers across all leading
retail outlets in the country. Along with the recently launched
P-100 (2GB), ElugaI9,
Ray 500 & Ray 700
will be making its
way to the offline
channels.
The
company previously
in December 2017, in
the wake of growing
customer
demand
for
dual-camera
phones
launched
Eluga Ray 500 across
all
retail
outlets.
The
smartphones
which were available
exclusively
on
Flipkart initially, will be now sold at the following delightful
prices through leading retail outlets across the country: Eluga
I9: Rs. 7799, Eluga Ray 500: Rs. 8,999, Eluga Ray 700: Rs.
10499 and P100 (2GB Variant): Rs. 6299.
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HP introduces Spectre x360 in India

HP Inc introduced the next generation HP Spectre x360
laptop in its flagship consumer notebook portfolio. The
new HP Spectre x360 weighs just 1.26kgs1 and is one of
the thinnest convertible
notebooks in the industry.
It features the latest 8th
Generation intel Quad
Core Processor along
with a brilliant display in
sleeker and more angular
design. The introduction of the new HP Spectre x360 is the
latest in a series of moves that has fueled HP’s growth in the
premium PC market.
HP’s award-winning Spectre x360 laptop now offers
the world’s longest battery life in a quad-core convertible
portfolio, without compromising on style and durability, while
improving security with an integrated privacy screen option
and fingerprint login.

Two new enrty-level DSLR from Canon, EOS
1500D and EOS 3000D

Canon announced the launch of the Canon EOS 1500D
and EOS 3000D, the newest additions to its extensive line
of entry-level EOS DSLR
cameras in India. Anchored
by the premier EOS DSLR
system and enhanced with
user intuitive interfaces,
these models are ideal
for beginners looking to
advance from smartphone
photography to greater
sophistication in imaging
performance.
Both
the
Canon EOS 1500D and
EOS 3000D are powered by the DIGIC 4+ image processor
and equipped with the 24.1 megapixels and 18.0 megapixel,
APS-C sized CMOS sensors respectively, ensuring sharp and
crisp images even under low light conditions.

ZAKK launches new wireless headphones
“BLAZE”

The newest offering among the lot is ZAKK ‘BLAZE’, the
wireless headphones which promises to take your music
and audio experience the
next level and keeping your
hands completely wire-free.
ZAKK BLAZE’s new age
technology ensures that no
matter where you are, you
experience what true sound
is. The headphone has a
ABS and Aluminum finish
which gives a premium finish
to the product and with a
focus on comfort, with ZAKK
BLAZE one can experience
sound like never before. The trendy headphones also comes
with LED light on the side which offers a variety of colors you
can turn on to express yourself and stand out in the crowd.

Rapoo Rolls Out 3510 Plus Fabric Wireless
Optical Mouse

RAPOO introduced the 3510 Plus 2.4G Fabric Wireless
Optical Mouse in India. A fusion of innovation and style,
the RAPOO 3510 Plus Fabric Wireless Optical Mouse is an
exquisite combination of a soft fabric surface, cool colors and
a textural effect felt when touched. The product is designed
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to be of a proper size (113
x 64 x 30 mm), ideal for
both hands. It offers a big
advantage in portability
with a delicate 80g body
and a plug-and-play ultramini NANO receiver. Stable
2.4G wireless technology covers a 10m transmission distance
and effectively prevents the mouse link from jamming. The
12 months’ battery life makes it an efficient productivity tool.
Moreover, it is adaptable to different surfaces with the 1000
DPI HD invisible tracking engine.

Quantum Hi Tech Launches Bluetooth Speaker: QHM 6333

QHMPL announces the addition of its first Bluetooth
speaker ‘QHM 6333’ that combines vintage ‘Box looks’ with
Modern Sound.
A perfect blend
of
timeless
design
and
high-quality
sound in wooden
construction, is a
perfect addition to a retro set up at home. With conventional
speakers, stereo sound can be heard in only a few “sweet
spots” however with BT 8000 the speaker construction,
includes precisely positioned drivers to provide a large,
consistent sound field for outdoor listening. With Dual Mode
power supply, Outdoor mode provides bright, long-range
audio, while indoor mode creates rich sound with deep, full
bass delivering full frequency range – suitable for all genres
of music and in turn, a lush, optimal sound.

Xiaomi Launched the Mid-range Redmi 5
Smartphone

Xiaomi marked a giant step forward in its vision to bring
innovation to everyone with the announcement of the all-new
Redmi 5. The affordably-priced
smartphone marks the first
time that the full screen display
innovation has been introduced
in a phone as accessible as
Redmi 5, cementing Xiaomi’s
commitment to providing the
latest smartphone technology
at the most amazing prices.
Xiaomi was the first technology
company to bring the full screen
display concept mainstream
with its groundbreaking Mi MIX
in 2016. Redmi 5 now delivers
this same experience to a new wave of mobile users, allowing
them to benefit from the increased usable screen area while
retaining a compact form factor.

Toreto Launches Wireless Power Bank – Zest
Pro

Toreto has launched Zest Pro Wireless Charger Power
Bank. As your Smartphone gets
contemporary, these wireless
power banks are here to simplify
and build up a phenomenal
experience of your Smartphone
charging. Avoid the entangling
of wires and up your style game
to the next level with the new Toreto Zest Pro. Even with a
10000mAh Li-polymer battery, the Zest Pro wireless charger
cum power bank is unbelievably lightweight hassle.
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Happay: An Expense Management
Solution for Large, Medium and
Small Enterprises
H

appay is an intelligent and intuitive expense management solution consisting of Happay Prepaid Visa® Cards
that can be managed and controlled via desktop and mobile. Employees use Happay Prepaid Cards for business
expenses like travel, fuel, accomodation, utility payments, petty cash expenses etc. Company admins allocate money
on cards, track expenses, set spending limits and policies - right from their web or mobile dashboard, in real-time.
Happay helps organisations fund business expenses easily and quickly and achieve real-time visibility and control
over all business expenditure.
Mobility India caught up with Mr. Varun Rathi, CEO and Co-founder, Happay to know how they are helping
organisations tailor the platform to their specific requirements.

1. How this idea came to your mind? What
inspired you for this?
Happay was founded in 2012 with a simple
idea: paying someone, be it friends, family or
colleagues should be as easy as sending a text
message. With this in mind, we built our first
consumer product, a mobile wallet that allowed
you to pay just about anyone, anywhere, with your
mobile number; no bank account details required.
Over time we observed that, as consumers we
have a lot of freedom and flexibility when we pay
for things; but same is not true for businesses.
The way businesses pay for and manage their
expenses has remained the same for decades.
This mismatch led us to create a new vision for
Happay and to develop a new product to support
this vision.
One area of business payments we focused
on was business expense management. We
have reinvented the expense workflow from the
ground up; we have stripped it off and scrubbed
it clean of all its shortcomings mainly cash, paper
and manual data entry. We have made it uber
simple, completely streamlined and 10 times
as fast and efficient as before. With Happay’s
business expense cards and cloud-based platform
(accessible from web and mobile), employees
can add and report expenses in seconds, on-thego. Management has visibility and control into
how and where their company funds are being
spent in real-time. Accountants can verify expense
reports with receipts and expense policies in
minutes. Companies can even integrate expense
data into their accounting software without any
data entry. Happay’s custom configurations help
organisations tailor the platform to their specific
requirements.
2. How does Happay benefit organisations?
Happay helps organisations go cashless and
paperless. Here are few of the benefits we provide -

Mr. Varun Rathi,
CEO and Co-founder, Happay
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submission to reconciliation
• 96% reduction in paperwork
• 100% digitisation of processes
• 30% increase in staff productivity
• Ability to control spends even before they occur

• Have a hyperlocal setup with a large feet-on-street
fleet that needs instant access to cash for purchases
and petty cash expenses
• Have large and complex workflows, manual and
spreadsheet-based processes

• 100% visibility with our real-time transaction feeds

• Have a requirement to manage not just expenses but
also employee allowances from the same platform

• Highly configurable platform that suits the needs of
any size of organization in terms of policies, workflows,
etc.

• Are looking for smart corporate cards for employees
without the hassle of opening new bank accounts

• API Integration with leading HRMS, ERP and
Accounting systems
• Delightful User experience that is ubiquitous to
employees as well as management
• One comprehensive suite that manages any kind of
expense including imprest, travel and entertainment,
procurement, employee flexi-benefits and allowances,
reimbursements
3. How this platform works? What are its backend
processes?
Happay’s unique technology consists of a single
corporate card that is linked to multiple wallets. That
means a single piece of plastic can hold multiple pockets
of money.
Company administrators can configure rules and logic
on each of these wallets. The configured rules define
how employees can access that particular wallet - where
and when they can use the wallet and for what amount
of spend. Administrators can restrict the wallet spend to
all channels like POS, ATM and online or to specific ones.
They can easily track all wallet spends on a real-time basis
via their web dashboard/mobile apps. Administrators can
also load or remove funds from wallets with just a click of a
button, at any time, from any device. They can also switch
on or switch off a wallet.
Our ability to integrate our card platform with any
of the existing systems used by our customers (such as
accounting, ERP, and HRMS among others) enables us to
manage these card programs effectively. We also integrate
with other platforms to do condition-based disbursements
without explicitly using Happay dashboards. We also have
open APIs which help our customers tailor the solutions
further to their specific needs.
4. Who all are using your platform?
Happay provides expense management solutions for
large, medium and small enterprises across 30+ industry
verticals.
Happay is most impactful in organisations that
• Have a large and distributed workforce that needs
to be transferred funds digitally and report expenses
against these funds on the move
• Have large amount of business travel spends both
locally and in other countries and need an end-to-end
T&E solution with travel requisitions, travel policies,
booking portal and travel claims reporting
• Have multiple branches, stores or offices and need
to transfer petty cash/imprest to stores digitally at the
start of the month and reconcile them automatically at
the end of the month

5. How is a Happay card different from a corporate
credit card?
Unlike Credit Cards, Happay expense cards are
prepaid. Employee spending is restricted to the amount
of funds loaded on the card. Happay provides what most
credit cards don’t – ability to control expenses before it
occurs, you can do the following:
• Set spend limits, restrict card spends by channels
(online, POS, ATMs)
• Switch on, switch off cards from mobile
• Remove funds on the fly
• Transfer funds from one card to another
• Load money only when required and maintain a 0
balance otherwise
Apart from these differences, Happay cards come with
a monthly subscription fee. You can cancel the account
anytime. There are no annual fees, interest charges
or credit limits. You don’t need to open a new bank
account to get Happay. These are few of the things which
distinguishes Happay from a corporate credit card.
6. How is a Happay card different from a bank debit
card?
Happay cards are similar to debit cards in a way that
the money has to be loaded on the card first. But there are
a few key differences:
With Happay, admins also have unprecedented
visibility and control over the amount of funds
available on each card - in real time – they can restrict
where the card can be used (Point of Sale,
Online, ATMs) and to what extent. Happay also allows
you to load, reload, or even block in real time,
with the click of a button. These are some of the things
which debit card providers don’t.
7. Can you tell us about any use case scenario?
Consider companies that have a mobile and
distributed workforce - business development teams on
the field or hyperlocal companies with runners on the
move. Such companies can allocate Happay cards to field
employees. Admins can load funds on card in seconds
from their online dashboard. Employees can use the
card for business expenses and capture expense details
automatically on their mobile app. They can digitise their
bills by just clicking a photo and submit expense reports
from their app, on the move. Admins in turn can set
budgets on cards and track employee spends in real-time.
They can approve expense reports online and complete
reconciliation in no time. At the end of the month they can
export all the expense data directly to their accounting
software.
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Do you Still have Clients who
do Manual Billing?

Many businesses in India have been used to
recording bills in a manual way. This continues to this
date even though the country has moved on to the
digital era. Considering the fact that the establishment
of GST in India primarily aims to digitize the economy,
must the practice of manual billing still continue?
If you are a tax consultant, you might still be dealing
with clients who record business transactions manually
and share data in physical forms. Due to this, you have
to firstly undertake the cumbersome task of digitizing the
data before even engaging in activities for preparing and
filing their GST returns. Problems tax consultants face
while processing manually recorded transactions
Firstly, you have to digitize each invoice. This can
become a cumbersome exercise, say for example, if your
client who do manual billing is a regular dealer, then
he is having mostly B2B transactions. Every B2B invoice
needs to be recorded and uploaded in the GST portal.
How will you ensure that the right amount of tax is
charged on invoices? Have SGST, CGST or IGST been
charged correctly by your client?
How will you ensure that the right GSTIN is
recorded especially in the case of B2B invoices?
How will you bifurcate B2B invoices from B2C
invoices? The B2B invoices need to be uploaded
transaction-wise, and B2C invoices have to be provided
in terms of their consolidated value for filing GST returns.
As dates for GSTR-3B and GSTR-1 filing are different
for the same period, how will you ensure the same
information gets referred to, since chances of errors are
high in manually recorded transactions.
In case of any future scrutiny by tax officials, it
is difficult to store MS-Excel files of all your clients
for every GST return. Won’t it be difficult to fetch any
specific information when required?
A single erroneous entry can lead to rejection of that
transaction in the GST portal. Correcting errors, and
uploading returns again is a hassle and time consuming.
Why tax consultants should recommend their clients
to use GST Software
Using a GST software such as Tally.ERP 9 will help
your clients to record right GSTINs apart from helping
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Mr Tejas Goenka,
Executive Director Tally Solutions
record transactions easily and in a systematic way. Tally.
ERP 9 alerts whenever a wrong GSTIN is entered.
ERP 9 ensures that correct tax types (CGST, SGST,
IGST, Cess) are captured in every invoice wherever
applicable.
With Tally.ERP 9, your clients will be able to share
data with correct transactional entries and ease
your burden. Tally.ERP 9 does not allow erroneous
transactions to participate in GST return forms.
Clients will be able to see all such transactions under
‘’Mismatch/Incomplete in information” and correct them
before sending the data to you for filing purpose.
You will be able to refer the correct sources of
data when filing GSTR-3B and GSTR-1, if your client
uses Tally.ERP 9. Also, you can easily maintain this
information and be ready for any tax related enquiries.
This will also help in keeping the books updated.
It becomes convenient to check client’s data before
filing returns, as client is sharing Tally data with you.
It is time to adopt to the digital era! We recommend
that you educate and guide your clients who is billing
manually, to choose a software that makes it convenient
for both of you to achieve GST compliance and file GST
returns correctly. Correctly filed GST returns means right
credit and happier customers for your clients.
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first look

Pebble

Encore Soundbar

P

ebble launched a premium soundbar - Pebble
Encore 20W Soundbar with Dual Bass Radiators.
This Bluetooth speaker not just plays high-fidelity
sound, but also looks impeccable with Its sleek design,
rich textured fabric and leather covering! With two
10W drivers and enhanced bass, audiophiles can now
experience unparalleled surround sound.
Pebble Encore lets you control your music with the
touch-sensitive volume rocker. It has a battery capacity
of 2400 mAh, which means you can play your favourite
music for 4-5 hours non-stop. It also has a convenient
built-in microphone that lets you take hands-free calls.
With this premium soundbar, you can stream your music
the way you want- it supports Bluetooth, AUX, USB,
MicroSD, and NFC (near-field communication). It has
never been easier to play your favourite music!
This sleek device weighs just 1.3 kgs and can be
placed wherever you want to enjoy your music. It has an
impressive sound quality and has a Bluetooth range of
up to 10 meters. The design of the soundbar seamlessly
blends with the elegance of your living room and you
can unwind with quality music from your mobile or any
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USB device without any clutter or wires
hanging around. It is stylish both in terms
of material finish and shape. Pebble
Encore is ideal in terms of ease-of- use,
intuitive user interface, and a refreshingly
elegant look.
The Pebble Encore 20W Soundbar
with Dual Bass Radiators is available at
a retail price of Rs. 4,999. It is available
in two shades – black and red. Pebble
Encore can be purchased from leading
e-Commerce portals like Amazon or
Pebble’s official website (pebblecart.com)
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Comio S1
Slim, Elegant & Stylish

C

omio S1 smartphone, launched in the month of
August, has now gone on sale at Amazon. It comes
with a price tag of ₹8,999/- and comes in royal
black and sunrise gold color variants. This smartphone is a
competitive choice below ₹10,000/- segment handsets.

Features:
Comio S1 comes with 5.2-inch HD IPS display. It runs
on Android Nougat. It has a quad-core processor with 2GB
RAM and 32GB storage. The phone has 13 megapixels rear
camera and 8 megapixels front cameras. Both cameras
have f/2.0 aperture and support of LED flash. Comio S1
supports finger print sensor. It is a dual SIM smartphone and
has 2700 mAh battery.Comio S1 Comes with 7.9 mm slim
stylish metal body with security features – Front finger print
sensor, anti virus, anit theft, and intruder selfie.13 MP Rear
Camera with auto focus, Flash , 5 P Lens, F 2.0 aperture. 8
MP Front Camera with Flash , 4 P Lens and F 2.0.13.21
centimeters (5.2-inch) capacitive HD IPS touchscreen with
1280 x 720 pixels resolution and 282 pixel density. Android
v7.0 Nougat operating system with 1.3GHz 64 bit quad core
processor,2 GB RAM, 32GB internal memory expandable up
to 128GB.2700mAH lithium-Poly battery , 2 SIM slots; Hybrid
slot - nano SIM / MicroSD card.15 months manufacturer
warranty for device and 6 months manufacturer warranty for
in-box accessories.

Performance:
The device gives a premium look, compared to other
online brands in this segment it feels and looks better. Both
the cameras, with flash, are up to the mark with very clear
images. No lag no heating, very fast finger print response.
Phone looks good all in its aspects. It has an intruder selfie
feature, the device sends the picture of the intruder to the
mail id, great feature to have. The connectivity options of
the handset include Wi-Fi, 4G VoLTE, GPS, Hotspot and
Bluetooth. It is a dual SIM smartphone. Comio is giving 15
months warranty while the other brands give only 12 months
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warranty. 6 months screen breakage, and buy back offer
gives the device simply a vow factor.

Verdict:
Definitely would recommend this phone as this fits those
who want more internal memory.
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Jivi Revolution
TnT3
An interesting 4G
and VoLTE-enabled
budget smartphone

J

ivi mobiles recetly launched its new revolutionary offering“RevolutionTnT3” Touch & Type 4G smartphone. Priced
competitively at Rs 3999, Revolution TnT3 is set to take the
smartphone market by storm. The innovative product offers
great style combined with advanced technology. Almost
60% of the population in India still uses feature phones and
is apprehensive to make a shift to smartphones due to the
perception of the smartphone being complicated to use. The
main idea is to reach out to those who are graduating from
feature phone to smartphone so that they can have the best
of both worlds.

Features:

Revolution TnT3 comes with dual exposure and 22
regional language support, with a touchscreen of 10.16 cm
(4”) WVGA display and fingerprint sensor. Powered with 2300
mAh durable battery and Quad-core processor – 1.3GHz, the
smartphone is the ideal device for multi-tasking.
Revolution TnT3 is designed to suit everyone’s pocket
besides being extremely user-friendly. This incredible new
product is a great option for the people-especially the senior
citizens and elderly who want to enjoy touchscreen experience
and are used to a feature phone keypad, both at the same
time.

Performance:

Revolution TnT3 resembles older Nokia touch-and-type
phones such as Nokia Asha 202. On the front, it has a 4-inch
WVGA touchscreen followed by a T9 keypad. There’s also
a navigation trackpad along with the usual call receive
and disconnect buttons.RevolutionTnT3 runs on Android 7.0
Nougat and is powered by a 1.3GHz quad-core processor
along with 1GB of RAM. It has 8GB of built-in storage which is
expandable up to 64GB via a microSD card.
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The smartphone has a 5-megapixel rear camera and
2-megapixel front-facing camera. Other important features of
the phone include fingerprint sensor (located on the back),
support for 22 regional languages and a 2,300mAh battery.
RevolutionTnT3 runs on a relatively newer version of Android
and supports all popular social media applications such as
WhatsApp and Facebook

Verdict:

Revolution TnT3 will be very good device for those who
wants to graduate from a feature phone to a smartphone.

review

IP-5620

Superior Sound With
Great Comfort

T

he iMuzix IP-5620 on-ear headphones deliver
sustainable comforts with Bluetooth technology at an
affordable price. Designed to let nothing get in-between
you and your music. Experience sound with powerful highs
and clear lows. Ultra-soft cushion ear cups and headband for
superior comfort during prolonged wear. This is a travel ready
headphone gives you over 7hrs of battery life and foldable
design for when you are on the go.
It has a unique design with a lightweight body and a
sturdy headset keeping the audio delivery intact. It has an
ergonomic base to create a custom fit for any head shape so
you can keep your music all to yourself. With its super flexible
structure, fold it and travel light..
Its your choice to get wireless or wired, you have to choose
between one. iMuzix IP-5620 can be connected via Bluetooth
or an aux cable. Along, with the latest Bluetooth technology,
it also has the ever-green aux port for when you are out of
charge. Even after extended use, these headphones will keep

giving you the sound you want by simply plug in the wire to a
3.5mm audio jack and carry on.
The iMuzix IP-5620 wireless headphones will make your
listening experience personal and for real. Its signature
sound processing will generate one of the greatest sound
experience you could get from a headphone.
The operational buttons are very easy to access you
can pause/play, change tracks, adjust the volume and even
answer calls with a simple tap of the ear cup. A clutterfree, seamlessly integrated design for instinctive use. This
headset is compatible with smartphones, tablets, notebooks
and mobile phones with BlueTooth support including iPhone,
iPad, Android smartphones and many others.
Verdict:
Everything you hear is in its richest tone and quality
powered by Bluetooth. Comfortable, Ultra-light, Elegant
Designed, this headset rolls Several Features into one. Enjoy
your hands free calls and music.
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Compact
and light
all-rounder

ZenBook
UX430

A

sus ZenBook UX430, the thinnestever ZenBook with discrete graphics.
The latest ZenBook and VivoBook
thin-and-light laptops push the boundaries
of design and technology to deliver ultimate
mobile computing experiences. The thinnest
ever ZenBook with discrete graphics.
Weighing only 1.25kg, the Full HD 14” Windows
10 laptop features 7.18mm NanoEdge bezel
providing an 80% screen to body ratio. Offering
a 178-degree wide view with a matte nonreflective surface, ZenBook UX430 is powered by
up to Intel 8th Generation Core i7 processor with
the main memory of 16GB DDR4 (2133MHz) and
up to 512 GB Storage. Offering a 9-hour long battery
life & performance benefits of NVIDIA GeForce graphics up
to MX150, for work or entertainment. ZenBook has always
been a different kind of ultraportable laptop, but the elegant
and sophisticated ZenBook UX430 is a new kind of different:
we’ve crafted a travel-friendly 33.02cm(13) ZenBook with a
work-friendly 35.56cm(14) display! For the first time ever, you
don’t have to make the difficult choice between portability
and screen size the incredible ZenBook UX430 achieves the
impossible by delivering both! Its slim and lightweight design,
iconic ZenBook styling, and high-performance components
make ZenBook UX430 the take-anywhere powerhouse you
won’t want to leave behind, wherever you go. Take more with
you, in less space.
Feature and Performance:
ZenBook UX430 is a sleek and compact 33.02cm(13)
chassis is a briefcase-friendly 15.9mm thick, and its advanced
lightweight construction keeps the weight down to just 1.25
kg so it’ll never be a burden when you’re on the go.The
NanoEdge display also has a matte anti-glare coating that
reduces annoying reflections. The result is a laptop with an
impressive 80% screen-to-body ratio* that minimizes size
while helping you maximize productivity so you can see and
do more, while carrying less.
ZenBook UX430 is the thinnest-ever ZenBook to feature
a discrete graphics chip an achievement that gives you
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the performance benefits of up to NVIDIA GeForce MX150
graphics for work or entertainment. Another highlight of this
laptop is its audio performace, the ASUS Golden Ear team
worked with renowned home and automotive audio experts
Harmon Kardon for that astonishing audio playback.
ZenBook UX430 is equipped with the new, reversible USB
Type-C (USB-C) port that offers an any-way-up design to
make connecting devices as easy as possible. It also delivers
data transfer speeds that are up to 10x faster than older USB
2.0 connections! Along with the USB-C port, there’s a USB 3.1
Gen 1, a Micro HDMI, and an SD card slot so you can easily
connect all your current peripherals, displays and projectors
with zero hassle. Accessing your ZenBook UX430 couldn’t be
easier or more secure. Thanks to a built-in fingerprint sensor
in the touchpad and Windows Hello, there’s no need to type
in your password every time to log in. Just a single touch is
all it takes.
Verdict:
The ZenBook UX430 is best suited for people on-the-go
who want to take more in less space!

“10
S

tips & tricks

Things to know
about Google
Assistant
in Hindi”

ay namaste to your Hindi Google Assistant! The Google
Assistant lets you have a conversation with Google to
help you get things done in your world. We first brought the
Assistant in Hindi to Indians in smart messaging app Allo,
and today, it’s coming to eligible Android phones and will
soon be available on iPhones devices too.
The Google Assistant brings together everything you love
about Google, including Calendar, Gmail, Search, Photos,
Maps and more. It’s your helpful dost that can answer
questions, find information and more – thanks to advances in
areas like natural language processing, computer vision and
machine learning.
Just hold down the Home Button or say “Ok Google” to
start a conversation with your Assistant––what will you ask
first?
1. Meet your Hindi Google Assistant
The Google Assistant is truly Indian––it speaks and
understands Hindi and knows the things we Indians care
about: ask it to tell you a joke, or play the sound of a cow, or
where to find the nearest Punjabi restaurant. Or just ask it to
introduce itself:
l Mujhe koi mazedaar baat sunao
l Sabse kareeb Punjabi restaurant kahaan hain?
l Aap kya kar sakti hai?
2. Plan Your Day
Between waking up, preparing naashta, and getting
yourself and the family ready, mornings can be a mad rush.
Here’s where your Assistant can help. Say “Mujhe mere din ke
baare mein bataao” and you’ll hear a helpful summary about
your day: what’s the weather, how long you’ll be on the road
to drop off your kids, and what’s next on your calendar. You
can also ask your Assistant to set an alarm, and even get help
with yummy recipes.
l Kal subah mujhe saat baje jagaao
l Meri kundli bataao
l Mujhe chocolate cake ki recipe dikhao
3. Get Answers
Your Google Assistant can help you get answers to big or
small questions. From general knowledge questions to getting
an update on your favorite cricket team or flight status, your
Assistant will help with useful info about people, places and
things.
l Cricket ka score kya hain?
l Bharat ka pradhanmantri kaun hai
l Kal ka mausam kaisa hai?
4. Meet your friendly commute Assistant
Looking for a helping hand when you’re on the road to
office? Your Assistant is ready to help. You can ask to find the
fastest route to work, direct you to the airport, and even get
help to remember where you parked your car.
l Dadar tak pahunchne mein kitna samay lagega?
l Delhi airport ke liya sabse tez raasta kya hain?
l Mujhe yaad dilaao ki maine car kahaan park ki hai?
5. Snap photos and watch videos
Never miss the chance to take a great selfie. With your
Google Assistant, you can launch the camera by simply
instructing it. Viewing photos is just as easy – simply ask
and it’ll display pictures from your Google Photos. This also
works for videos; you can watch your favorite music video on
YouTube without having to even tap the app:

l Selfie kheencho
l Google Play sangeet par bollywood top 10 gaane chalao
l YouTube par funny video dikhao

6. Connect with friends and family
The Google Assistant also helps to put you in touch with
your friends and family. Say you’d like to ring up your mother
-- you can tell your Assistant to, and with your permission, it
will get the right phone number from your contacts to place
the call. Don’t feel like talking? Send a text message by
saying “ek SMS bhejo” to your Assistant, or email a friend by
saying “email bhejo”.
l Mummy ko call karo
l Daddy ko SMS bhejo “5 minutes mein pahunchenge”
7. Control your phone
With the Google Assistant, with a simple question you can
control your phone depending on where you are. For instance
you can ask to turn on the Wi-Fi or activate Bluetooth. This
also works for many other settings. Say you’re on your way
home in the evening and can’t find your keys in your bag.
Now you can just ask your Assistant to turn on the flashlight
to help you better see in the dark. And when you’re about to
enter a meeting, you can activate airplane mode simply by
asking your Assistant.
l Airplane mode shuru karo
l Flashlight chalu karo
l Bluetooth chalu karo
l Wifi Wi-Fi chalu karo
8 .	Travel with your Google Assistant
Heading off for holiday or a business trip? With your
Google Assistant, you’ll always have a travel companion
in your pocket. Whether it’s finding the fastest route from
your hotel to the beach, or with currency conversions––your
Assistant is ready to help with your trip. It can also give you
recommendations for restaurants, cafes or even karaoke bars
to visit when you’re abroad. Simply ask for places nearby and
you’ll see several options to get you started.
l Kolkata mein sabse acchein bengali restaurant kaunse
hain?
l Mujhe ek karibi mobile phone ki dukaan dikhaein
9.	Have Fun
With the Google Assistant, you can ask for a joke, check
your daily horoscope, or just ask it a wacky question.
l Mujhe ek joke batao
l Kaun hai tumhara baap?
l Tum kahaan rehti ho?
10. Build actions for the Google Assistant
To be truly helpful, your Google Assistant should be able
to connect you across the apps and services in your life.
Developers and companies can build actions to engage with
Indians through Actions on Google, the developer platform
for the Google Assistant. Once an action is built, you can just
say ‘Ok Google, talk to...” and access the service or content
straight through your Google Assistant.
You can expect to see Actions on Assistant rolling out over
the next several weeks -stay tuned!
There are many other ways your Assistant can help in your
world, and we’ll continue to add new actions so it gets better
over time. To find out what else your Assistant can do, you
can always ask “Aap kya kar sakti hai?” or look up available
actions in the directory.
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Special Story

The World Mobile Congress has put the mobile phones and connected technologies of the beginning of the
year in the spotlight. This year XXL screens, folding or without edge are generalized. Six models have mainly
caught our attention.
2018 will be marked by the generalization of 18: 9e screens without edge, including for entry-level mobiles,
while waiting for the first foldable screens.
More than 107,000* visitors from 205 countries and territories attended the 2018 Mobile World Congress, the
mobile industry’s premier event.
More than 2,400 companies showcased cutting-edge products and services across 120,000 net square metres
of exhibition and hospitality space at Fira Gran Via, including the new South Village, compared with more
than 2,300 in 2017.

MWC Conference: 5G, Artificial Intelligence, IoT and Beyond

O

ver four days, the Mobile World Congress conference
programme delved into topics such as 5G, artificial
intelligence, the Internet of Things (IoT), content and media,
drones, blockchain, policy and regulation, and many others.
The keynote sessions featured leaders from established
players and industry upstarts, as well government agencies
and the development community.
Keynote speakers represented organisations including
Airobotics, Atrium TV, Bharti Enterprises, BT Group, China
Mobile, CNN Worldwide, Ericsson, European Commission,
Formula 1 Driver Fernando Alonso, GE, Go Beyond Investing,
HTC, Hyperledger, McAfee, McLaren Technology Group,
NTT DOCOMO, PullString, Rakuten, Red Hat, SheWorx,
Government of Spain, SoftBank Vision Fund, Sprint,
Synchronoss, Tata Communications, Telefónica, Telenor,
Telia, Teralytics, United Nations Foundation, United States
Federal Communications Commission, Vodafone, World Bank
Group, World Food Programme and W20 Argentina Group.

Ministerial Programme: Platform for Critical Policy
Dialogue
An integral element of Mobile World Congress, the
Ministerial Programme offers a unique forum for inisters,
regulators, international organisations and CEOs from around
the world to discuss key developments and policy trends in
the mobile sector. This year’s programme highlighted topics
including the evolution to 5G and the increasing need for
spectrum; privacy and cross-border data flows; sustainability
and mobile for social good; and mobile in education and
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healthcare, among others. The 2018 Ministerial Programme
hosted delegations from 181 countries and international
organisations, including 71 ministers and 85 regulatory
authority heads, with total attendance exceeding 2,000
delegates.

Showcasing the Future of Mobile
As always, Mobile World Congress showcased the
technologies, products and services that are shaping the
future of mobile. More than 2,300 companies participated at
Mobile World Congress 2018, including major brands such
as Accenture, Alibaba, AT&T, BMW, China Mobile, Cisco,
Deutsche Telekom, Ericsson, Facebook, Formula 1, Fujitsu,
Google, HTC, Huawei, IBM, Intel, Lenovo, LG, MercedesBenz, Nokia, NTT DOCOMO, Orange, PwC, Qualcomm,
Samsung, SAP, SEAT, SK Telecom, Sony Mobile, Telefónica,
Toyota, VMware, Vodafone, Xiaomi and ZTE, among others.

Nokia announced five new phones at MWC 2018
The biggest names in mobile devices are in Barcelona
for Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2018, and the resurgent
Nokia has just unveiled five new devices for 2018 – three
mainstream Android handsets, one budget Android Go
phone, and another rebooted classic from Nokia’s past.
Nokia 8 Sirocco, an upgraded version of the flagship we
saw last year. Milled from a single block of stainless steel
and with rounded glass edges, the new top-end Nokia phone
combines eye-catching looks with a 5.5-inch OLED display
packing in 2560 x 1440 pixels.
Nokia had plenty more up its sleeve, including a new

Special Story
watch a video on one and answer his emails on the other,
for example. It remains to be seen whether it will be robust
enough for intensive use. Note that this terminal is unlikely to
be launched in Europe.

version of the Nokia 6, now available globally and bringing
a few upgrades to last year’s handset. It offers a 5.5-inch,
1920 x 1080 pixel display, and is powered by a Snapdragon
630 chipset, with a 16MP camera around the back.There’s a
choice of 3 GB or 4 GB
of RAM, and 32 GB or
64 GB of storage, and
again Android 8.0 Oreo
is on board.
Also new at the
show was a Nokia 7
Plus, with a “flagship
imaging
experience”
and the same dual-lens
rear camera setup as
the Nokia 8 Sirocco. The
6-inch, 2160 x 1080 pixel
display is stretched to an 18:9 aspect ratio, so this would
suit someone looking for a lot of screen for not much money
Besides that camera, there’s a Snapdragon 660 CPU inside,
4 GB of RAM, and 64 GB of internal storage. Like the Nokia
6, the Nokia 7 Plus is made from a solid block of aluminum,
and like the other phones, it’ll be widely available from April
this year.
Nokia is also bringing back another of its classic handsets,
after reviving the Nokia 3310 last year. This time around
it’s the Nokia 8110 that’s getting a modern day 4G update,
offering users a cheap feature phone with excellent battery
life and some classic Nokia apps
Nokia 1 is an Android Oreo (Go edition) smartphone
that will run Google’s latest Oreo software optimised for
entry-level smartphones. The Nokia 1 is among the first set
of smartphones to be part of Google’s Android Oreo (Go
edition) programe. To recall, Google last year announced
Android Oreo (Go edition) as an operating system designed
for entry-level devices. It is meant for smartphones with 1GB
of RAM or lower as the operating system features a re-worked
set of apps such as Google Go, YouTube Go and Gmail Go

MateBook X Pro and HUAWEI MediaPad M5 Series
showcased at an exclusive launch event at the Centre de
Convencions
Internacional
de
Barcelona. Beautifully designed both
inside and out, the new notebook and
tablet excel at work, at home or on the
go for the ultimate mobile computing
experience.
Both the
HUAWEI MateBook X Pro
and HUAWEI MediaPad M5
blend crisp and clear displays, powerful
hardware updates and intelligent software advances:

Xperia XZ2 from Sony

LG V30S ThinQ WITH NEW INTEGRATED AI

Sony in turn puts on the screen formats 18: 9th - become
the general trend of the market with its new Xperia XZ2 and XZ2
Compact . Two models that also
have a new design, less angular, for
the mobile range of the Japanese
firm. Both were designed around
entertainment, with 5.7-inch and
5-inch screens respectively, and
sound equipment associated with
vibrations for better immersion,
especially for nomadic gamers.
Above all, the XZ2 is the world’s
first mobile camera capable of
shooting in 4K HDR for better
fidelity in color rendering.

LG Electronics (LG) is debuting its first ThinQ mobile
device this week at Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2018 in
Barcelona, Spain. Building on the foundation of the LG V30
platform, the LG V30S ThinQ integrates new AI technologies
into the most commonly used features that are closely
aligned to the needs and usage behavior of consumers today.
ThinQ was introduced at
CES 2018 to identify all
of LG’s home appliances,
consumer
electronics
and services that utilize
artificial intelligence. With
the vision of becoming
a human-centered AI
company
that
puts
consumers first, LG’s vision
for ThinQ is to promote
artificial intelligence as
an approachable and less
intimidating technology.
LG began working on making differentiated and intuitive AIbased solutions for the most commonly used smartphones
features more than a year ago. With a particular focus on
the camera and voice recognition, the resulting Vision AI
delivers a smarter camera that is even easier to use, while

Axon M from ZTE
The only truly original
model on the show with its dual
screen, the Axon M Chinese
manufacturer ZTE offers a
screen of 5.2 inches on each of
its faces. Once unfolded, this
smartphone doubles its display
area. It is thus possible to

Vivo APEX FullView Concept Smartphone
Vivo, the global premium smartphone
brand, today unveiled its new and
path-breaking APEX FullView concept
smartphone, at the Mobile World
Congress 2018. Setting new benchmarks
in smartphone design, the APEX is
equipped with world’s highest screen-tobody ratio and Vivo’s ground-breaking
Half-Screen
In-Display
Fingerprint
Scanning Technology.

Avenir Telecom, in collaboration
with Energizer
Its first 4G smartphone with an 18:9
4.95” screen, 4 cameras and a 4000 mAh battery with one of
the best battery lives on the market: the Energizer Power Max
P490S. The Energizer Power Max P490S comes with 2 rear
cameras (8MP + 0.3MP) and 2 front cameras(5MP + 0.3MP)
to make sure you capture every little detail.

Huawei Unveils the HUAWEI MateBook X Pro and
HUAWEI MediaPad M5 Series
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Special Story

Voice AI enhances the breadth of spoken commands in the
latest smartphone.
Vision AI includes three new intelligent camera features:
AI CAM, QLens and Bright Mode that automates and
enhances the smartphone image capturing experience for
novice as well as experienced shutterbugs. AI CAM analyzes
subjects in the frame and recommends the optimal shooting
mode among eight categories: portrait, food, pet, landscape,
city, flower, sunrise, and sunset. Each mode enhances the
characteristics of the subject taking into account factors
such as the viewing angle, color, reflections, lighting, and
saturation level.

Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9+
Samsung introduces the Galaxy S9 and S9+, the
smartphones that reimagine the way people communicate,
share and experience the world. Made for an age in which
consumers increasingly communicate and express themselves
more with images,
videos and emojis,
the Galaxy S9
and S9+ drive
innovation
with
S a m s u n g ’ s
advanced camera.
Redesigned with a
new Dual Aperture
lens that powers
an
innovative
low light camera,
Super
Slow-mo
video capabilities
and personalized
AR
Emoji,
the
Galaxy S9 and
S9+ ensure users do not miss a moment and make their
everyday epic.
The Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus were spotted in online renders
in a new hue: lilac purple.Say hallo to lilac, last year while
pastels were the wash of choice across fashion shows, the
lilac hue was one that stood out above the rest. According
to many fashion experts lavender has a more modern,
sophisticated feel. The rise in popularity of shades of purple
was forecasted by WGSN last year, There’s always at least
one color option that Samsung releases that stands out the
most and this year it’s Lilac Purple. If you want a phone that’s
vibrant, eye-catching, and flashy, this is the color for you.

Coolpad partners with Qualcomm to foray into Smart
wearable gadgets
Coolpad Group, a leading global smartphone technology
brand announced that it is expanding
its product portfolio and foraying into
Smart Wearable Gadgets. Coolpad`s
Smart Wearable Gadgets product
portfolio will be based on the Qualcomm
Snapdragon Wear platforms. The
announcement was made at the
ongoing Mobile World Congress 2018
in Barcelona, Spain.
This portfolio is focused on products
that are tailored to meet the specific
power, connectivity and location
requirements of emerging wearable
sub-segments, including smartwatches
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for kids, and smart trackers for pets, the elderly, and valuable
assets.
Coolpad is utilizing the Snapdragon Wear 2100 and 1100
platforms in its range of products. The Snapdragon Wear
2100 platform is built to meet the needs of the emerging 4G
kid watch segment. It is engineered to support 4G multi-mode
with bi-directional calling and delivers indoor and outdoor
positioning through a combination of Wi-Fi®, GPS and 4G
location triangulation techniques. The platform also features
Qualcomm® Processor Security, which is the hardware
and software security foundation for billions of IoT devices
deployed around the world.
The Snapdragon Wear 1100 platform is designed for
the smart tracking segment, including pets, the elderly, and
valuable asset tracking. This platform incorporates Qualcomm
Technologies’ multi-mode 4G LTE modem, integrated location
for indoor and outdoor positioning, hardware-based security
for greater protection, and ultra-low power for long battery
life.

ASUS Announces the All-New ZenFone 5
ASUS today announced the all-new ZenFone 5, nextgeneration 6.2-inch dual-camera smartphone that harnesses
the
power
of
artificial
intelligence (AI).
The revolutionary ZenFone
5
delivers
the
ultimate
smartphone performance at a
groundbreaking price.
Equipped with the latest
Qualcomm ® Snapdragon
™ 636 Mobile Platform with
its
smooth,
responsive,
power-efficient performance,
ZenFone 5 includes a full
suite of AI-enhanced features
powered by the Qualcomm
Artificial Intelligence Engine
(AIE). ZenFone 5 comes with up
to 6GB RAM and 64GB ROM
for amazing performance.
ZenFone 5 has an intelligent
dual-camera
system
that
adapts and learns, delivering perfect photos every time.
With its latest flagship Sony ® IMX363 sensor, a 120° wideangle secondary camera and AI-enhanced camera features
— including Auto Scene Detection, real-time portrait effects,
AI Photo Learning and real-time beautification — ZenFone 5
encourages creativity and frees the user to concentrate on the
subject rather than the camera.
Crafted to perfection with premium materials, ZenFone 5
has a strikingly beautiful ultra-slim bezel, all-screen design,
featuring a stunning 6.2-inch display with a 90% screen-tobody ratio in an all-metal, glass-covered body that&#39;s as
small and compact as most standard 5.5-inch phones.
The amazing-performance ZenFone 5 is powered by
the latest Snapdragon 636 Mobile Platform with Artificial
Intelligence enhancements. Combined with up to 6GB RAM
and 64GB ROM, ZenFone 5 delivers amazing AI experiences,
as well as breathtaking performance combined with
outstanding energyefficiency for long-lasting battery life.
To ensure rock-solid reliability, ZenFone 5 has four 0.06mmslim carbon cooling pads that efficiently dissipate heat and
maintain top performance at all times.

smart tech

World’s First Chai
Making Robot “Arya”
D

oes your chai taste the same every time? If not, meet
Arya, the Chai making robot. Arya is the world’s
first chai robot that uses fresh and real ingredients to
make your favorite cup of Chai.
Make your recipe from your phone at hiarya.com.
Choose ingredients and quantity as per your taste. Arya
will cook it using 100% natural ingredient, fresh milk
and boiled to your preference.
Arya uses google assistant so that you can talk
and make your favorite recipe. Arya is a Smart Home
product, integrated with Natural Language Processing.
Arya can make Chai using adrakh, elaichi, saunf, dal
chini, chai masala, Kahwa, green tea, milk, and water.
A user can create infinite combinations of quantity and
recipe order to make a perfect cup of Chai. You can
perfect your recipe and once done you always get your
precise flavor.

Features:
Boiled “Ghar Wale Chai”.
Your Flavor: Custom chai made with your specific
recipe.
Voice builder: Talk to Arya and make your Chai
recipe Share your recipe with others
Time Saver: Custom chai made faster then gas stove
Consistent taste: Precise ingredients quantity to
deliver same taste every time
Connected Device: Remote monitoring to identify a
problem before it occurs.
Endless Flavors: Use variety of ingredients and
recipe styles
Live Streaming: Without leaving the desk, a user
can see a live stream of video to see how their chai is
being made.
Mini refrigerator to prevent milk from going bad.
“Arya is built on a propriety CloudKernel technology
which will allow the robot to update new skills. With
Google Assistant integration, Arya is enabled with 1000s
of skills for home automation,” says Jayesh Chaudhari,
CTO at HiArya.
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interview

“JIVI plans to

launch and also
export a wide range
of Make in India
mobile phones in
2018”
J

IVI Mobiles, the in-house brand of Magicon Impex Pvt
Ltd, was launched in 2011 with an objective to offer ‘Rich
on Features, Value for Money’ mobile phones to the Indian
users. With its own setups in China, Hongkong & India,
the Product Range of JIVI Mobiles is relentlessly catering
every segment of the population; starting with the entry
level bar phones to high-end 4G Android-based smart
phones.In 2016, Jivi started its own manufacturing unit in
India to produce world class mobile handsets and has
expanded its Made in India policy.
In an interaction with Mobility magazine, Mr. Pankaj
Anand, CEO, JIVI Mobiles comments, “So far we provided
smartphones below Rs 6000 range. After Mar 2018, we
will be focusing on low-end and mid-range smartphones
up to Rs 10K. These phones will have 18 X 9 displays
and come several models including 1 plus 8GB, 2 plus
16GB, 3 plus 32GB, RAM and storage options and with
Android lighter versions, etc. We are working with several
telecom operators to have more bundles and packs. Our
forthcoming feature phones will have Volte technology
as some operators like Reliance Jio are aggressively
pushing & expanding Volte feature phone market in India.
Now consumers wantfastspeed internet even infeatures
phones, for example, now with Jio in just Rs49, the user
can do many things. So, the next shift will be from 2G
feature phones to 4G Volte feature phones. Of course,our
new models with will be costlier than the current market
handsets, as we are going to offer many more features,
but they will be value-for-money.”
Jivi Mobiles employs the latest technology for R&D,
manufacturing, product testing and supply. While the
sourcing team ensures the best-in-class products and
accessories, the technical team ensures the best-of-quality
parameters with all the statutory compliances adhered to.
JIVI believes strongly in customer satisfaction, which is
being taken care by a vast network of service centers in
different corners of the country.
Pankaj adds, “Currently, Indianfeature phones market
is about 11 million per month and we have a share of 5%
and after adding new Volte feature phones, we hope to
take this share to over 10%. Our new smart phones range
will have good cams, better memory and aesthetic designs
giving good value-for-money to the users.The mobile
phone industry has always been challenging but the
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market is huge, so we
Mr. Pankaj Anand
see a lot of opportunity.
We are a 14 year-old
CEO, JIVI Mobiles
companywith pan-India
presence and people have
trust in
our brand.Presently, we are
strong in the
rural market. We already have
8
production
lines in Delhi for feature phones
and we will have a
plant in Lonavla for smart phones by July 2018.”
Jivi, with a network of more than 800 service centers,
assures to provide prompt and quality services and
top-class support with the help of dedicated team of
executives. With over 22 branch offices, 50,000 retail
partners and 6500 distributors, JIVI Mobiles has a strong
presence across India. Besides making a mark in India,
JIVI has already started exporting to countries like Nepal,
Bangladesh, Middle-east and African countries with plans
to expand further.
Talking about collaboration with service provider,
Pankaj shares, “We are in touch with all the leading
service providers for our products & recently tied up with
Reliance Jio as they are offering Rs.2200 cash back on our
entire 4G smartphone range, this offer makes our entry
level phone most affordable as the effective price would
come to Rs. 699 after the cash back.
Talking about Make in India and export promotion,
Pankaj shares, “We have already started manufacturing
in India. Further, the India government is encouraging
exports through incentives for exports—we are already
exporting to Nepal and have an office in middle-east from
where will export to middle-east and African countries and
before the end of 2018, we will start exports to Bangladesh.
For 10K range smart phones, we are tying up mediatek,
spreadtrum, snapdragon. We have recently launced the
India’s first 4G touch n type smartphone with alphanumeric
physical keypad with a finger sensor at an aggressive
price of Rs. 4199. Coming to feature phones, people will
shift more and more to Volte handsets. In 2018, we will be
coming with a wide range of phones that will available
offline and online. Our devices are already available with
over 50 thousands outlets and by the end of 2018, they
will be available at over 1 lac outlets. We are launching a
touch-and-type promotion campaign. We also have both
ATL and BTL promotion strategies in our plans.”
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Report

COAI Report:
Total Mobile
Subscribers Base
grows to 988.49
million in January
2018
C

OAI
(Cellular
Operators
Association of India), the
apex
industry
association
representing the country’s major
Telecom, Internet, Technology
&amp;
Digital
Services
companies, released the latest
telecom subscriber numbers, for
the month ending January 2018. As
per the data, India’s private telecom
service providers have a total of 988.49
million subscribers.
The data also includes the figures of
Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd and Mahanagar Telephone
Nigam Ltd (MTNL) by the end of December 2017 (Source:
TRAI).

Amongst the individual companies, Bharti Airtel Ltd
continues to hold the top position, with 29.50% market
share, adding another 15,02,755 subscribers during
January, to take its total subscriber base to 291.61 million
subscribers. Airtel is closely followed by Vodafone India
Ltd, which ended January with 213.81 million subscribers,
while Idea Cellular Ltd stood at 197.64 million subscribers
at the end of the first month of the year.
The report, which also provides mobile subscriber
numbers for individual circles, showed that the UP (East)
circle remained at the top with a total of 85.58 million
subscribers, while Maharashtra remained at second
position with a total of 81.56 million mobile subscribers.
Talking about the increase in the subscriber base,
Rajan S Mathews, Director General, COAI, said,
“The increased numbers are a glimmer of hope for the
sector, which is going through one of its darkest phases
due to hyper competition and poor financial health. All
the operators have significantly expanded their services
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across the country, and have begun
heavily diversifying their services
beyond voice &amp; data for the consumer.
The industry has ensured that Government’s
Digital India programme reaches the farthest corners
of the country and everyone reaps the benefit of new
communication technologies.”
“Our member operators have made a further
commitment to invest another INR 74,000 crores in their
recent meeting at the DoT, for enhanced consumer
experience and seamless connectivity.
However, Right of Way (RoW) and myths around
EMF continue to remain impediment for the industry for
accessing current sites. We urge the government and our
citizens to help us, serve them better,” he further added.
Mobile connectivity and data services have played
a pivotal role in bridging the digital divide and moving
India towards a truly equitable and democratic nation.
The telecom industry, therefore, deserves an urgent
and immediate intervention to encourage policy and
regulatory stability, and facilitate growth, innovation and
investment in the sector in view of the mounting financial
debt and debilitating financial health of the industry.
The industry remains committed towards working for
a fully connected and digitally empowered India and,
furthering the Hon Prime Minister’s vision of Digital India.

Report

Nokia MBiT Index Reports 82%
of Indian Mobile Data Traffic Came
from 4G in 2017

A

ccording to the report, data consumption continued
to be driven by video, which contributed 65% to 75%
of total mobile data traffic. This was powered by the
availability of Hindi and regional language content, as
well as the proliferation of original OTT-only series. In
2017, Hindi and regional languages comprised more than
90% of popular videos watched online.
On average, an Indian subscriber consumed 7.4 GB
of data per user per month on their mobile devices over
mobile networks alone, placing India ahead of developed
markets like the UK, South Korea and France. The average
consumption over both Wi-Fi and mobile networks in India
was 8.8 GB data per user per month, at par with other
developed markets.
Indian telcos continued to rapidly expand 4G in 2017
and have narrowed the gap with 3G coverage in the
country. The 4G network expansion was supported by the
dramatic growth of LTE devices in the country, with 9 out of
10 smartphones shipped in 2017 supporting 4G. The LTEcapable device base grew to 218 million in 2017, with 74%
being Voice over LTE (VoLTE) capable as well.
Service providers will need to take advantage of
technologies such as 3-band carrier aggregation and 4×4
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) to transform their
networks and sate the ever-increasing demand for data
consumption without a glitch. The deployment of LTE-A/
LTE-Pro and Cloud RAN will further enhance the customer
experience.
Sanjay Malik, head of India Market, Nokia said:

“The year 2017 saw telcos expand 4G networks, and this
momentum is likely to continue. The drop in prices of
devices, both smartphones and feature phones, is driving
data consumption in the country. We believe that the next
wave of growth in the Indian broadband market can come
from the untapped base of feature phone users who will
potentially move directly from 2G to 4G. As we mentioned
in the last MBiT study, Indian telcos will need to explore
innovative network technologies, like carrier aggregation
and MIMO, to meet the growing data demand. These
technologies will also help them prepare networks for the
5G and connected devices era.”
Other key trends expected in 2018:
• As the adoption of 4G increases beyond Metros and
Tier-1 cities, 4G is expected to drive the bulk of data
traffic in 2018.
• LTE-A / LTE-Pro and Cloud RAN could help Indian
operators enhance the customer experience, reduce
churn, increase market share and drive higher ARPU.
• 5G
use
cases
like
Massive
Machine-type
Communication (mMTC) can support the deployment
of
smart cities; ultra-reliable and low latency
communication (uRLLC) can enable low latency
healthcare and digital education.
• Driven by operators investing in virtualized networks as
part of their 4G rollout, the commercial launch of 5G in
India is expected by 2020 in line with other developed
markets.
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solution

“Our continuous effort is to
enable the Indian market access
to the latest in technology today“
Idea behind Yerha
Yerha is a new age e-commerce
website that introduces cutting
edge technology blended with
remarkable innovation to the
Indian market for the very first
time. The basic idea behind
the company is to introduce
coolest and the raddest
gadgets in Indian markets.
Now, we have made sure
that such innovations are
affordable for you folks so
we partnered with the coolest
kids on the block based out of
US and Europe who spend their
time designing such radical
innovations.

How are you different from
others?
We are the next gen in bringing you
innovation tech. Fed up with all the products
that resemble junk, we created a company that
specializes in bringing you cool gadgets and latest gizmos
from around the world for the very first time in India and
probably elsewhere too. Not only we provide warranties
and guaranties on all products we sell but we also provide
a dedicated customer service team to help you with
anything you need. Led by passionate problem-solvers
and meticulous hard-workers, we aspire to be trendsetters
by showcasing products you have only dreamt of in the
e-commerce realm. Our continuous effort is to enable the
Indian market access to the latest in technology today.
The much sought-after team aims to capture the buzz
around the technological market round the clock so that
we can bring to you products from tomorrow. We are on a
quest to simplify everything, to let you focus on your loved
ones and things that matter the most. And this is what sets
us apart from our competitors.

What are your expansion plans?
Besides electronic goods and exclusive gadgets,
Yerha keeps bringing new technologies and product lines.
In future plans, we are focusing on making in-house ecosystem with self-logistics and in-house demonstrations.
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Mr. Mani Kant Jain,
CEO of Yerha.com

We plan to expand our product portfolio from Mobile,
Mobile Accessories, Smart Home Automation & Lifestyle
and aim to increase their potential & shipping to remote
locations to reach out further to the emerging rural areas
of the country.

What is vision of the company?
Since the beginning, our aim is to bring about a
change in our ever so busy lifestyle with the way we
react with technology, gadgets and people around us.
Therefore, we have indulged in products which are cutting
edge, innovating and strike a chord with us emotionally.

Where do you see yourself five years down the
road?
With mobile and internet penetration on the rise and
slated to continue, the only way for Yerha to go seems up.
We aims to clock the 100cr mark revenue by 2020.
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